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Penetrable Space - Walk Through the 
Edge 
Walking on urban streets is a common experience of our city. 
However, the new type of mega-development makes nearlly all 
the activities to be happened inside and leaves its urban fabric 
edge to be blank. The outdoor usable space at the edge 
disappears and the edge of the fabric becomes unsustainable 
for people. This thesis places back the habitable space with 
penetrable characteristic at the boundary to proclaim the notion 
of enjoying streets and sidewalks at the boundary zone. 
Proposal - Issue 
Can podium edges 
Koftloon Station and l.in Cheiing Road in Hong K'ong 
M 09 2003 
have life as urban streets? 
h 
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Proposal - Literal Studies 
Research on Theories about the Site Boundary 
Boundary as a means of communication 
As posit in a book called. Public and Private Spaces of the City, by Al i Madanipour, boundary can be a 
means for communication. It is claimed that boundary is much used as the means of separation of two 
realms and protection is suggested to made for each other. However, the boundary is indeed a site for 
interfacing and communicating. For the two sides property of the boundary, the boundary become the 
starting points of both sides. For example, the entrance of the wall can be the starting point of the interior 
of the interior and at the same time, it is the starting point of the outside world. For the human experience, 
the boundaries become the threshold of the two realms and cognition of experiences of two realms is 
available. As stated in the theory, ambiguous or articulation of boundary can promote permeability and 
social interaction. In articulation of spatial boundaries, there may be emphasis on creating the linkage 
between the two realms. Examples in the architectural precedents are the colonnades provided by the 
streets and the front porch of a house. In the two cases spaces are provide in the boundary to contribute 
the interaction between people of two realms. 
As claimed by Al i Madanipour, the more ambiguous and the articulate the boundary, the more civilized 
a place appears to be. A fortress that sits on the hilltops and is protected by high walls is the example of 
boundary for limited communications and arid interactions. 
Spatial cohesive Integrity and architectural design 
In a book of The Room in Context - Design Beyond Boundaries by Katherine F. Benzel, it is posited 
that cohesive spatial design for architecture can give the harmonious relationship between inside and 
outside. Harmonious experience for the people is then the result. The cohesiveness in his definition is the 
continuity and the interrelationship between two realms. A higher level of cohesive integrity results from 
the higher continuity and higher level of harmonious in interrelationships. In this notion, harmonious 
flow of space through the inside, transit area and the outside are suggested for architecture and people. 
In the most obvious case, a provision of a common ground or a common space for common interest 
would give the basic cohesive ground for inside and outside. Beside, perceptible elements such as form 
and scale and imperceptible elements such as abstract concepts, are suggested to be used in enhancing 
the spatial cohesive integrity. 
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Proposal - Precedents 
Building: Lever Building 
Building type: high-rse building 
Architect: Gordon Bunshaft 
Location: 390 Park Avenue in New York, USA 
Reference qualities: Li f ted podium for public use 
and clear glass window for review of inside 
Building: Unagidai Children Museum 
Building type: Fashion Building 
Designer: Hiroyuki Wakabayashi 
Location: Higashi-shinsaibashi, Osaka, Japan 
Reference qualities: facade expression of l i fe 
through 3D architectural elements 
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Research - Background - Urban Boundaries 
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Research - Background - Urban Boundaries 
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In the urban observation 
study, the boundaries o f our 
urban fabric are fu l l o f l i fe 
and the expressions o f the 
facades are composing the 







Research - Background - Urban Boundaries 
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A documentation of elevation of Haiphon Road in Kowloon of Hong Kong (2004) 
Street is a place where the pedestrians can participate in the activities in boundaries of 
the urban fabric. Image of the district is also formed from the life of the streets. 
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Research - Background - Urban Boundaries 





Research - Background - Urban Boundaries 
Sketch of Haiphon Road Plan 
Penetrability is a spatial characteristic that allows pedestrians cross the boundaries of the 
streets and boundaries of urban fabrics. I t allows activities to be continued through the fabric 
boundaries. In the above sketch, the different urban fabrics come together along the street 
enriches the spatial interest. Besides, streets penetrating the urban fabrics provide a common 
ground for pedestrians to enjoy their public domain. 
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Research - Background - Urban Boundaries 
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Diagrammatic Study for Building Boundary and Surrounding Relationship 
In the new planning of urban developments, the site area is usually large enough for many urban 
fabric come togather, The podium and tower is one of the most common design solution, as the 
podium usually rised above the ground by 15 m as permitted by the building law, the edge of 
the podium often cause the disconnection between the inside and outside of the podium, in the 
public side of the ground, the edge of the podium determined the image of urban fabric. 
Sketches comparing edge conditions of podium type fabric and traditional urban fabric 
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Site Plan 1:20000 
Location: Kowloon Station Development in West Kowloon of Hong Kong 
Action Area: Podium Edge Facing L in Cheung Road(Facing Old Urban) 
Nature of the land: Reclaimed land for development 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
The fabric is located in West Kowloon and 
the land is a reclaimed land for use of new 
development. 
The underneath of the fabric has a railway 
station that is connected to the underground 
railway network of the territory. 
The fabric have a size great enough for a 
role of mini-city within the territory. 
广 
When compared to the old urban fabrics, 
the studied fabric is much larger and can 










Contextual Study 1: 10000 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
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Fabric Study 1:10000 
By comparison of the studied fabric (Left) and the old urban fabrics (right) ofYau Ma Tei, 
the studied fabric is large enough to cover a district of the old urban district. The ground floor 
of the studied fabric is totally covered while the old urban fabrics have comparably more 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
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A study of overlapping boundary of studied fabric and boundary of old urban fabrics shows 
the relative sizes of two types of fabrics. Their senses of penetrability are shown in series of 
boundary studies. 
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Aerial photo of the studied fabric. 
The studied fabric is the first development in the reclaimed land and its surrounding is 
underdeveloped. A golf course was built near the fabric and a temporary bus terminus is located 
nearby. 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
Kowloon Park and surrounding urban fabrics in old urban grid. 
The size of the studied fabric is comparable to the size of Kowloon Park and, thus, the scale of 
the studied fabric can be sensed from the scale of Kowloon Park. 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
The undeveloped land at the south of the studied fabric is proposed to be a cultural district 
in which arts, cultural, commercial and entertaining activities would be incorporated. 
Pedestrianization is a main issue of the development. 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Fabric Context 
In the old urban area, the streets 
are fu l l of l i fe and the v iv id 
streetscapes become parts of the 
urban image. People enjoy the 
streets as a daily public domain. 
Research - Study of a Edge - Outside of the Edge 
m 
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The edge in study is a plain wall that is an 
18 m height f rom the ground level. I t itself 
is the edge of podium in which towers with 
its own podiums are sit. 
From the outside, it is out of human scale 
and has a gesture of unwelcoming the 
pedestrians to be walk nearby. 
From the observations from the facade, the 
whole edge does not express the sense of 
l i fe except the middle level of the podium. 
趣 
Kowloon Station Development Podium 
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nnd I.in Cheung Road in Hong Kong 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Outside of the Edge 
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The immediate outside of the edge is a 10 m wide sidewalk. The straight edge of the podium 
makes a shape right angle to the ground floor. In the whole length of the sidewalk, there is no 
supporting facility for the pedestrians. This one of the key reasons that the edge does not sustain 
activities or l i fe of people. 
Research - Study of a Edge - Outside of the Edge 
« 
This image and drawing show that at least a bigger portion (built part) of the podium edge is 
designed only for the inside functions and have a gesture of repealing people from surrounding. 
The podium considers the outside to be having a merely traffic function and have nearly no 
sense of connection to the further developments of the surrounding undeveloped land. 
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This sketch shows that the main concept of the podium design is introvert and have a key 
function of housing an underground railway station (hatched area). The other developments are 
covering the surrounding of the station to form the podium in which about 20 towers w i l l be 
sitting on. 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Outside of the Edge 
Sketch of Li fe Pattern of Ground Floor Plan 
This sketch of the ground floor plan shows the main activities (yellow parts) are happening in 
the centre of the podium and the surrounding part of the podium (gray area) are intended to by 
used or occupied by machines, traffic or car park. Except the corner gateway (yellow comer) of 
the ground floor, human activities are not supported at the surrounding of the fabric. 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Outside of the Edge 
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Kowloon Station Podium Studies 
The podium is supposed to be used by various functions and owners in the development. The 
main functions includes traffic stations, shopping malls as well as car park and facilities for 











Research - Study of a Edge - Inside of the Edge 
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The functions of the studied edge in different 
levels are: 
Basement 1 
Podium Level: Residential towers 
Second Level: Residential car parks 
First level: Community facilities and residential 
car parks 
Ground Level: E & M rooms and bus terminal 
Basement Levels: Residential car parks Basement 2 Level 
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Research - Study of a Edge - Outside of the Edge 
Spatial Analysis Model (1:500 in cardboard) 
The planning of the inside of 
the podium edge is complex. I t 
can be observed from the spatial 
analysis model in above image. 
The space inside is articulated 
by columns in grid pattern (right 
diagrams). The typical distance 
between columns are 12m and 
the grid line is not aligned to the 








Research - Study of a Edge - Trace of Activities 
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In the inside of the edge, community facilities in the first level of the podium were housing 
their members and targets in their own centers and offices. Gathering of members of a youth 
center was observed in the corridor of the community facilities. 
Outside the edge, leisure walking was observed in the sidewalk and a golf course was 
providing golf playing in its area. 














Design - Articulating the Boundary 
The design process started at exploring the 
possibilities of a more articulated boundary. 
A 1:2000 Podium Boundary Model is built 
to review the proportion of various dimen-
sions of the podium boundary. 
Breaking the straight and long boundary is 
the first attempt to create spatial experience. 
Top: 1:2000 Podium Boundary Model 
Middle: Addit ion of Boundary Segments 
Bottom: Breaking of Existing Boundary Set-
ting 
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Design - Articulating the Boundary 
Attention was given to the 
characteristics of the space 
created. 
A layer of space or a zone 
of activities was addressed 
in the design. 
Spatial continuity at the 
ground floor and spatial 
connection in vertical 
sense is emphasized. 
Floated units of enclosed 
space are created at the 
boundary. 
Interweaving of the 
outdoor space and the 
indoor space is allowed. 
Spatial Concept Model 
1:1000 
Black line represents the 
exiting boundary location. 
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Design - Articulating the Boundary 
Closer examination was made to the breaking of boundary envelope. A model was made to 
review the situation when penetrability is allowed along the boundary. The boundary is turned 
from an absolute barrier to a more loosely bounded setting. 
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Design - Articulating the Boundary 
A study was carried out to see i f the boundary is treated as the volume of space. 
In this model, interweaving of indoor and outdoor space is emphasized. 
Spaces in various sizes loosely connect together to form a continuous boundary volume. 
A series of shopping spaces wi th rich spatial experience was imaged in this design study. 
Spatial Boundary Study Model 1: 1000 
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Design - Articulating the Boundary 
Issue of the existing fabrics was taken in 
to account. A studying model with four 
storeys was placed into a 1:1000 site 
model. In the existing side walk of the 
site, the exising space is too narrow and 
too long for a project to develop. 
Site Model 1:1000 with a study model 
on the edge to be redesign 
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Design - Articulating the Boundary 
Because of the fully utilized of the 
possible building volume, the facade of 
the podium is usually plain without any 
variation of the surface depth. 
This design study was targeted at the 
plain surface and created blocks of mass 
at the facade surface. 
Possibilities of facade expression and 
spatial treatment were demonstrated on 
this study model. 
Facade Variation Study Model 
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Design - Articulating the Boundary 
Surface Variation Study Model 1:500 
This model was made to study the possibilities of recess of the facade surface and its surface 
expression. 
A t the ground level, recess of the facade allowed a sheltered walking path and slot of void was 
made to create packets of open space at the edge. 
As grid lines and the column pattern were influenced by the pattern of the towers above, the 
recess pattern was restricted by the location of the towers. 
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Design - Street Idea 
In the design process, walking quality 
beside the podium edge was attempted 
to enhance. As the length of the edge 
is comparable to the length of several 
streets, the concept of street was 
borrowed in the design. 
Sketches recording the first ideas in 
creating walking environment 
Design - Street Idea 
Site Model 1:1000 with a dummy street model (wooden part) at the studying edge 
The blank area of the model shows the undeveloped area and the gray flat area at ground level 
represents the existing golf course. 
The street idea to the edge of the podium allows people outside the urban fabric to have a 
possibility to use the podium edge and allow the fabric edge to appear sense of life. 
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Design - Street Idea 
Circulation Study Model 1:200 
In developing the design, space above the sidewalk was utilized. Possible vertical and horizontal 
circulation pattern were studies. 
The white vertical surface represented the existing podium facade and the brown surface 
represented the existing sidewalk. 
Elevated walkway and vertical connections provided an alternative walking-pattern near the 
edge. 
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Design - Street Idea 
Internal Street Study Model 1:500 
This design study explored the possibility in placing a street in the inside of the podium 
boundary. Due to the restriction of the existing columns supporting the towers above the 
podium, the design is highly restricted. 
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Design - Street Idea 
A m \ 
Sidewalk Enclosure Study 
1:500 
In this design study, space in 
the sidewalk was designed as 
the space of a street. Usable 
space was used as enclosing 
element to wrap the void of 
the 'street'. 
On the top of the sidewalk, 
extensions of usable space 
from the podium provided 
shelters for the sidewalk. 
On the side of sidewalk, 
space for shops was used as 
enclosure element. 
Visual connections from the 
sidewalk to the surrounding 
were kept through the 










Design - luigc as Penetrable 
In order to increase the walking quality of the edge, spaces with supporting functions were 
needed to add to the podium edge. The concept of penetrability was raised to be the main issue. 
Imaginations and more detailed study were done to develop the project more. Sketches of 
typical sections were explored to review more possibilities of different relations between inside 
and outside. Bigger models and drawings were used to exam smaller scale of the design. 
Study Models 
Left: Human Scale Study 1:100 
Right: Ground Floor Space Study 1:300 
Bottom: Inside & Outside Connection Study 1:500 
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Design - Edge as Penetrable 
Section Study Sketches 
The space at the boundary was explored to see whether there were suitable programmes and 




Design - luigc as Penetrable 
Sketches recording the 
imagination of possible 




Design - Edge as Penetrable 
Skctchcs of plan to explore the inside 





1. High Penetrability along the edge. 
Penetrability was stated as the prime issue for people to walk through the boundary area 
at the edge. I t was both because of the addition of supporting facilities in the sidewalk and the 
increase of spatial experience for the pedestrians. 
2. Ground floor and first floor were the main design areas 
Because of the inertia for the pedestrians to stay in the ground floor, the higher level of 
the project would have fewer pedestrians to use. In order to focus the design, the ground floor 
and the first floor were set to be the main design area. 
3. Shopping space as the support facilities 
Shopping space could allow active and passive interaction for the pedestrians to 
participate in the space of the edge. Beside, shopping space could allow flexibility for the owners 
and users to use the space in the edge. Thus, Shopping space is chosen for the programme for 
the project. 
4. Borrow space from two sides of sidewalk 
As the existing sidewalk is only 10m wide, the action area was too restricted for design. 
Another 10m were borrowed from the podium and another 10 m were borrowed from the road. 
In another word, in the bottom of the podium, 10 m was recessed and the road was recess from 
the sidewalk by 10 m. 
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Design - Edge as Penetrable 
Design - luigc as Penetrable 
1:250 Model Study 
The design strategies were carried out in a 1:250 model study. In this study, the grid lines of the 
podium were extended to the proposed sidewalk and blocks of smaller scale building wi th rich 
spatial experience were placed at the boundary. Study was focused on the scale of the space for 
pedestrians and scale of the units of building. 
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Design - luigc as Penetrable 
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Design - Edge as Penetrable 
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Design - Final Work - Model Photo 
The final work was a floated street 
at the edge of the podium. People 
could walk through the proposed 
edge vertically and horizontally. 
Pavilion-like shopping spaces 
would serve as staying points 
along the edge. The whole project 
acts as a 'ribbon' for the podium 
edge. 
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Design - Final Work - Model Photo 
} 
Top: Penetrable Edge 
Middle: Floated Pavilions in First Floor 
Bottom: Ground Floor Space 
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Design - Final Work - Model Photo 
Module for the Penetrable Edge 
Below: Front views 
Right: Floors exposed in sequence 
(middle: Second Floor, Bottom: 
Ground Floor) 
1 5 
Design - Final Work - Model Photo 
Above: Entire Penetrable Edge 
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Ground Floor Plan 1:600 
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Design - Final Work - Drawing 
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First Floor Plan 1:600 
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Design - Review Record - Semester One Interim Review 
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Design - Review Record - Semester One Interim Review 
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Design - Review Record - Semester One Interim Review 
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Design - Review Record - Semester One Interim Review 
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